Ordering a New Dock Decision Tree

**I have an existing dock. Do I need to order a new one?**
- If you have a WD-19 from Dell, you may continue to use it.
- If your dock is not the WD-19 and is a D-6000 or older you will need to order a new dock.

**I don’t have a dock, or my dock is too old. What should I order?**
- I have two monitors and many things to plug in.
  - You will need the ThinkPad USB-C Dock Gen 2. It is a powered dock with enough ports and can support two monitors.
- I have one monitor and may or may not need to plug a lot of things in.
  - You could use the USB-C Mini Dock. It is powered and has an HDMI port for one monitor and other ports for business needs.
- I don’t use any monitors. I just need a dock for extra ports.
  - You could use the USB-C Mini Dock or purchase your own hub from Amazon or other vendors.
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Lenovo USB-C Travel Hub